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ABSTRACT

Variable number tandem repeat-PCR (VNTR-PCR) is
a novel method developed for molecular typing of
microorganisms. This method has proven useful in
epidemiological studies in medical microbiology.
Although hundreds of bacterial genomes have been
sequenced, variable number tandem repeats (TRs)
derived from comparative genome analyses are
scarce. This may hamper their application to the
surveillance of bacteria in molecular epidemiology.
Here, we present a freely accessible variable num-
ber tandem repeat database (VNTRDB) that is inten-
ded to be a resource for helping in the discovery of
putatively polymorphic tandem repeat loci and to
aid with assay design by providing the flanking
sequences that can be used in subsequent PCR
primer design. In order to reveal possible polymor-
phism, each TR locus was obtained by comparing
the sequences between different sets of bacterial
genera, species or strains. Through this compari-
son, TRs which are unique to a genus can also be
identified. Moreover, a visualization tool is provided
to ensure that the copy number and locus length of
repeats are correct. The VNTRDB is available at
http://vntr.csie.ntu.edu.tw/.

INTRODUCTION

Many repetitive sequences exist in bacterial genomes. One
family of repeats is tandem repeats (TRs). Some TRs are
polymorphic due to variations in repeat copy number; such
loci are often called variable number tandem repeats
(VNTRs). Since the numbers of adjacent repeated units varies
from individual to individual, VNTRs are inherently unstable
units that undergo frequent variation in the number of copies

through slippage strand misalignment during DNA synthesis
(1) or double-strand break repair for instance (2). The varia-
tion can be found easily when bacteria contain TRs of differ-
ent lengths in the same genomic locus (3,4). These
phenomena imply that VNTR loci seem to be evolutionary
hotspots. Due to their polymorphism, VNTRs have been
used as DNA markers for molecular typing of several
bacterial species, including Yersinia pestis (5,6), Francisella
tularensis (7), Salmonella enterica (8,9), Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (10,11), Xylella fastidiosa (12), Haemophilus
influenzae (13), Staphylococcus aureus (14), Bacillus
anthracis (15) and Neisseria meningitides (16,17) via an
amplification-based method called PCR.

Nowadays, it is possible to search for TRs in a single
bacterial genome via various TRs finding programs, such as
REPuter (18), TRF (19), mreps (20) and ATRHunter (21).
Furthermore, some databases, like TRDB (https://tandem.
bu.edu/cgi-bin/trdb/trdb.exe), not only provide direct access
to TRs but also provide analysis tools to assist the biologist
in identifying polymorphic TRs. Nonetheless, recognizing
polymorphism of TRs between different bacteria of the
same genus or species is still not easily performed in a
biological laboratory using these applications. This is due
to the absence of the facility to perform multiple sequence
comparisons with these programs in order to disclose the
polymorphism of TRs. The GPMS database (http://minisatel
lites.u-psud.fr/)(22) uses this method. Specifically it com-
bines TRF with pre-defined multiple genome comparisons
to allow identification of VNTR loci that are polymorphic
between the genomes compared.

In order to be recognized as a putative VNTR candidate, a
TR should be mapped to its corresponding loci in other
bacterial strains by its flanking sequences, and both locus
length and copy number in each locus should be compared.
Although this is the intuitive way to find putative VNTRs,
when examining several phenomena in depth, we found
that the copy number and locus length of reported TRs are
sometimes uncertain. Variation in copy number may be due
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to the features of the algorithm used to determine copy
number. Wraparound dynamic programming (WDP) is a
technique commonly used to align potential TRs and
determine copy number. For example, it is used by the TR
finder algorithm (19) and consequently in other databases
that use this algorithm (22). The alignment with the greatest
score is usually chosen as the optimal alignment, but we have
observed that there is the possibility to obtain two or more
paths with the same maximal score in a local alignment
using WDP. This would result in two alternative copy
numbers being possible for one sequence and no facility to
distinguish these based on the score alone. In this way, it is
possible that the sequence from one strain could be listed
as having two or more different number of copies depending
on the alignment of the repeats (Figure 1). Ignoring this
problem may lead to false polymorphisms being reported
between different bacterial strains. Thus when the prediction
of VNTR is based upon copy numbers alone, one may place
false confidence in a result that may be flawed since it is not
possible to be totally confident about the accuracy of the
reported copy number. In addition, biologists often choose
those TRs with higher copy number as candidates for molecu-
lar typing. The copy number may, however, vary depending

on the parameters used in calculation. The more permissive
the parameter set, the higher copy number reported. For
example, a TR locus may have 20 copies of the repeat unit
with a permissive parameter set but only four copies with a
stricter one, since with the permissive set the repeats can be
less conserved allowing the possibility of more divergent
repeats to be included in the alignment. It suggests that the
facility to dynamically set parameters is needed in order to
best choose putative VNTR candidates, and the support of
this function in Variable number tandom repeat database
(VNTRDB) is convenient to users. Further more, although
the variation in the locus length of the TR is normally due
mostly to variation in the number of repeat copies between
genomes, it may also be due in part to the deletion or inser-
tion of nucleotides (Figure 2) or the transposition of a seem-
ingly random nucleotide sequence within the TR locus. In
addition to above situations, flanking sequence mutation
(e.g. insertion or deletion) can also affect the lengths of
PCR products unexpectedly (Figure 3). All these kinds of
uncertainties may present false positive records to users.
Together these observations, many of which may have been
made before (22), emphasize that in order to determine the
true reason for length variation at a putative VNTR locus,

Figure 3. Examples of uncertain locus length. (a) Visualisation of the alignment of a possible VNTR loci. The upper sequence is from Bacteroides fragilis strain
NCTC 9343, and the lower sequence is from B.fragilis strain YCH46. A 12 bp gap can be observed in this alignment. Because only a few of nucleotides exist
between the gaps and the genuine TR, the primers must be designed to the 50 of these gaps. Although the aligned repeats of both loci, which we call alignment
length, are both exactly 31 bp, the PCR products will have a 12 bp difference. In VNTRDB, these 12 bp difference will affect the raw length but not the reported
alignment length. (b) The loci were obtained directly from GPMS. Although total lengths of loci are different between these two Bacteroides strains, users cannot
be sure whether this length difference is due to copy number difference alone or other sequence insertions or deletions. In VNTRDB, the corresponding locus in
YCH46 has a locus length of 28 bp and raw length 244 bp suggesting that there are insertion/deletions resulting from changes other than repeat copy number
differences. This combined with the fact that the visualization tool can only produce an alignment with very permissive parameters informs the user that the
similarity of flanking sequences is very low and therefore the locus is probably not a genuine VNTR.

Figure 1. An example of uncertain copy number. There are two different copy numbers (upper 12 and lower 3) reported here with the same alignment score and
repeat pattern in this TR locus found in Mycobacterium leprae strain TN (from 300065 to 300138). The asterisk symbol denotes the mismatches between
sequences.

Figure 2. Visualization analyses of two possible VNTR loci. (a) A genuine VNTR locus in strains Ty2 and CT18 of S.enterica in yohM gene. The repeat pattern
is ‘CACGAC’. (b) A ‘false positive’ VNTR locus of strains 9a5c and Temecula1 from X.fastidiosa which would probably not be suitable for a typing assay, Its
repeat pattern is ‘ATTGACCTCATTCGT’. The asterisk symbol denotes the mismatches between sequences.
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it is important to be able to visualize the sequence of a repeat
and more crucially a multiple alignment of the locus in more
than one strain. At present this latter facility does not seem to
be readily accessible in publicly-available resources.

In order to solve the problems listed above and
provide more accurate VNTR prediction to microbiologists,
we have constructed a variable TR locus database, called
VNTRDB (http://vntr.csie.ntu.edu.tw/). By comparing sev-
eral bacterial genome sequences, the database records com-
prehensive information about a TR locus, including
confidence in the level of polymorphism, two reported
types of locus length and related gene information, some of
which are not provided by related databases. To avoid
assigning TRs to the wrong position, the flanking sequences
of TRs were aligned and mapped to other genomes in order
to identify the equivalent loci using BLAST with an Expect
Value cut off of 0.01. Only those TRs with positive correla-
tion between copy variance and difference in locus length are
reported. Additionally, a visualization tool is provided to
allow user-elimination of the potential problems resulting
from copy number, locus length and flanking sequences
of TRs, as explained previously. When visualizing the
aligned results, users can further adjust parameters and reana-
lyze the alignment to confirm the robustness of the VNTR
candidates derived from the algorithm.

In addition to providing comparative information between
high-conserved sequences, the VNTRDB also provides some
novel applications. One has the function of identifying poten-
tially polymorphic TRs between distantly related sequences
from several species or genera. This method is especially
useful for those species where only one or two related strains
have been sequenced. Another application finds putatively
unique TRs which can be regarded as specific sequence
markers for a particular microorganism. The implication is
that these unique loci might be used in the rapid identification
of bacteria that are difficult to isolate and culture, such as
bacterial species of Mycobacterium, Mycoplasma, Clostrid-
ium, Chlamydia, Legionella, Listeria, Salmonella, etc. Most
of them are also the important pathogens of diseases of
human and animals. These applications are potentially very
useful for clinical microbiologists.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE DATABASE

All possible VNTRs are identified by comparing all com-
pletely sequenced bacterial genomes. At the time of writing,
357 bacterial whole genomes from NCBI, Sanger Institute
and TIGR are processed. To obtain the most comprehensive
list of putative TRs, the widely used TR finding programs,
TRF (19) and ATRHunter (21), were chosen to achieve opti-
mal coverage of existing TRs. Subsequently, the flanking
sequences of each TR were used to locate the corresponding
loci between different bacterial strains through BLAST. The
boundaries of corresponding loci, were adjusted by WDP
(23,24) to obtain the new locus length and copy number of
repeat. Here, two types of locus length were obtained. The
first, called alignment length represents the theoretical locus
length, which is the actual length of a TR. The other is the
raw length of the corresponding locus before adjustment
after alignment. The latter might affect the product length

obtained in a PCR experiment and will be saved for later
analysis of polymorphism. After the corresponding loci
from each bacterial strain are determined, possible reporting
problems are corrected and the confidence level for polymor-
phism within the corresponding loci is calculated. One
possible reporting problem is a single locus being included
twice in the database because the calculated positions of
the overlaps between corresponding loci in two strains are
different when each strain is used as the reference strain to
search for the corresponding locus in the other strain. For
example, if a locus in strain A is used to find the correspond-
ing locus in strain B, the positions reported in strain A and
strain B are 1000–1500 and 2000–2500 respectively. When
strain B is used as the reference strain, then the same locus
is reported as positions 2100–2600 overlapping positions
1100–1600 in strain A due to differences in sequences
between the two strains and the effects of reversing the
reference and query strains. Because different positions are
recorded, these would be initially categorized as separate
repeats but since the positions overlap, in this situation, the
locus with the highest score will be picked as the representa-
tive of this repeat ‘cluster’. The confidence level of polymor-
phism intends to reflect the correlation between copy number
and locus length. For a genuine VNTR or polymorphic TR,
the variance in copy number between bacterial strains should
show positive correlation with the lengths of the loci.

The web interface of VNTRDB contains three different
browsing modes for choosing putative polymorphic TR, i.e.
inter-genus, intra-genus and highly-conserved loci web
pages. Since lateral transfer of genes is very common in
bacteria, comparing TRs with bacteria that generally would
show low levels of sequence conservation (i.e. belonging to
different species or genera) may help users to discover poten-
tially polymorphic TRs that they would not have otherwise
found. It is possible if similar repeat loci with variable
copy number are found in distantly-related bacterial sequ-
ences, that the same will also be polymorphic within a
given bacterial species. After initial selection of a bacterial
group in one of the three browsing modes, the system will
direct the user to the main locus table in which the detailed
information of polymorphic TRs is provided. This informa-
tion consists of the location of repeat locus in each strain,
locus length, copy number, repeat size, matched pattern,
maximal score and the gene(s) involved (if the repeat
overlaps a gene). This table also provides some convenient
utilities. There is a region that allows selection of strains
by the user and determines which strains or species are dis-
played in this table. The functions of ‘sort’ and ‘more criteria’
let users quickly pick TR loci by either default or user-
selected parameter settings. The ‘locus location’ link shows
the repeat and its flanking sequences from a given locus.
This information would be required for primer design. Lastly,
the ‘gene name’ link provides gene information to users,
i.e. PID and its protein product. To rule out the problems
we mentioned above, a visualization tool was developed
and built into the locus display table so that the sequence
alignment of two chosen loci can be examined by clicking
the link in the ‘copy difference’ column. Because genuine
VNTRs, whose polymorphism can be assessed by PCR
amplicon length variation should have highly identical flank-
ing sequences and a highly similar repeat pattern, the major
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difference between strains should be variability in copy
number at each locus. This will be visualized as gaps within
the alignment of the VNTR locus. For instance, the gaps of
a genuine VNTR identified in gene yohM of S.enterica can
be seen with the VNTRDB visualization tool (Figure 2a).
This visualization tool can also detect false positive candi-
dates with copy and length uncertainty. A false positive
example from X.fastidiosa is shown in Figure 2b. Although
the locus is reported as having one copy difference and
5 bp length variation, since there are no consecutive gaps
visible in the alignment in one genome at least, the locus
may not behaving as a true VNTR (variable number of
TRs) since the variation is not a deletion or insertion of a
whole repeat but sequence polymorphism is not related to
the repeat sequence. In addition, users can observe the align-
ment result of the flanking sequences and choose the most
conserved segments for primer design. In this way inappro-
priate primer design will be avoided. The visualization tool
can also let users adjust parameters to produce the best align-
ment and in this way observe the change of copy number at
the locus.

Although problematic records can be observed using this
visualization tool, it may take too much time checking each
repeat locus one by one. To take this into consideration, a
confidence level of polymorphism corresponding to the
correlation between copy number and locus length was pro-
vided to allow sorting of the VNTRs in order of priority
with statistical significance. For a genuine VNTR, the
variability of copy number between bacterial strains should
positively correlate to their length of loci. If the positive cor-
relation is >90% and flanking sequences are almost identical,
these loci are good candidates of VNTR and will be marked
as ‘H’ in confidence level of polymorphism. Symbol ‘L’
stands for lowest correlation and symbol ‘M’ for medium
polymorphic level lying between level ‘L’ and ‘H’. Further-
more, features such as corresponding locus number, repeat
pattern, length difference, copy variation and related gene
information can be utilized to assist users to discriminate
whether a given TR is polymorphic.

Additionally, users may deposit and manage their query
results in freely registered space, called ‘My Query Result’
page. It permits collaborators to share and discuss their data

privately, and may manage previously queried data when
returning to the web site.

VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

We evaluated our database by querying five bacterial species,
i.e. M.tuberculosis, N.meningitides, S.aureus, S.enterica and
Y.pestis. For each of these species, VNTR loci had been
discovered in silico, tested experimentally, and used in
DNA genotyping schemes (8–11,14,16,25). The evaluation
showed that the entire set of published TRs ofM.tuberculosis,
N.meningitides, S.aureus and S.enterica can be successfully
found by querying the VNTRDB, except for two loci, M02
and M06, in Y.pestis (Table 1). These two loci are filtered
out in preprocessing step due to having very short locus
length, (11 and 12 bp, respectively) and therefore not VNTR
(also called minisatellites) but microsatellites. Microsatellites
are reasonably rare in bacteria and often varies at very fast
rate. For this reason and because PCR products containing
small loci such as these will be difficult to size accurately
to apply for bacterial typing. The results demonstrated that
all of the useful TRs published in literature can be found
by querying the VNTRDB. There are some VNTRs that
have been discovered by laboratory experiments that exhibit
no polymorphism in the presently published bacterial
sequences. For example, typing Salmonella with VNTR-
based method revealed that the locus SSTR2 is not polymor-
phic, and locus SSTR7 has two alleles with only one copy
difference (9). This is exactly consistent with the query
results of VNTRDB.

This VNTRDB has already assisted Chiou and his cowork-
ers (17) to identify potential VNTR loci successfully in
N.meningitidis for molecular subtyping and phylogenetic
analysis. In this study, 23 potential VNTR loci were selected
from VNTRDB based on the multiple comparisons of three
genomes of N.meningitidis, strains Z2491, MC58 and
FAM18. After evaluation of 10 genetically distinct N.menin-
gitidis strains, 12 of the loci were chosen to use in genotyp-
ing, the remaining 11 were abandoned because of multiple or
no PCR products. Four of the eleven loci are within
opa genes, which exist in multiple copies with a range of

Table 1. Known TR and VNTR candidates appearing in publications and VNTRDB

Species Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

Neisseria
meningitidis

Staphylococcus
aureus

Salmonella
enterica

Yersinia
pestis

Strain used in
VNTRDB

4 3 9 7 4

TRs in literature 40 15 7 13 42
TRs identified in
VNTRDB

40 15 7 13 40

VNTRs in literature 40 4 7 7 42
VNTRs identified in
VNTRDB

36 4 7 7 36

Percentage of published
repeats in VNTRDB

90% 100% 100% 100% 86%

This table compares those TRs and VNTRs collected in literatures with those available from querying the VNTRDB. Two TRs of Y.pestis are filtered because the
resulting PCR products are too short. All other TRs are recorded in VNTRDB. Although only between three and seven strains are used, nearly all of the TRs found in
the database are described as being polymorphic as confirmed in the literatures. Those VNTRs described in the literature but not found in VNTRDB are absent
because they are not polymorphic in those genome sequences that are currently available.
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repeat numbers in Neisseria species. None of the loci tested
were monomorphic. This demonstrates that VNTRDB can
provide microbiologists with a selection of polymorphic
TRs for use in pilot studies and are likely to be polymorphic.
Using this approach, the time taken to identify loci which are
suitable for genotyping in bacteria will be greatly decreased.

Because of the improvements made in our algorithm to
map loci, the VNTRDB can be used to search not only for
the equivalent TR loci in highly-conserved genome sequences
(e.g. between strains), but also in distantly-related bacteria.
These distantly-related genome sequences may be from dif-
ferent species or even from different genera, e.g. Escherichia
coli, Salmonella and Shigella flexneri. If the homologous TR
loci found in bacteria from different genera or species are
found to be polymorphic, this suggests that the same locus
may also be polymorphic between different strains of the
same species. Reasons why equivalent loci may be found in
species from different genera include (i) the reclassification
of bacteria (e.g. Pasteurella anatipestifer is now reassigned
to a new genus, Rimerella anatipestifer, even though its gen-
ome sequence is very similar to other Pasteurella species);
(ii) lateral gene transfer between bacteria (26); and
(iii) bacteria of different genera having similar genome
organization (e.g. Y.pestis versus Salmonella species).
These scenarios imply that the more sequences that are com-
pared, the more polymorphic TRs will be found. In genera,
where the species are very closely related it may be possible
to compare the closely related species and make predictions
based on the VNTR observed in all species. For example, if
only one S.felxneri strain has been sequenced by comparison
with the very closely related E.coli strains predictions can be
made about VNTRs that may be found in all Shigella strains.

CONCLUSION

Polymorphic TRs are very useful for the molecular typing of
bacteria. The more information gathered from sequence data
by biologists prior to starting lab experiments, the better the
experimental results are likely to be. In order to help biolo-
gists find those TRs that are polymorphic, we constructed
the VNTRDB to provide comprehensive information about
bacterial VNTR loci in genome sequences. The accuracy of
the database content was tested by comparing it with
published TR loci. Additionally, a visualization tool is pro-
vided to allow problems resulting from copy number, locus
length and flanking sequences to be resolved, which may
make the experimental results unpredictable. Further more
to enable the discovery of still more putative polymorphic
TRs, we made comparisons between bacterial genomes that
are not necessarily from the same species or with high levels
of sequence identity. This is partly due to the fact that at the
time of writing only 357 bacterial genomes have been made
publicly available and for many species less than two strains
have been sequenced.

Although a similar site (GPMS) has been reported by
Denoeud and Vergnaud (22), what the database provides is
mainly VNTRs discovered when comparing two highly-
conserved strains of a single bacterial species. Although
constructed using different strategies, these two databases
are likely to serve the users in a complementary fashion.

Another potential function for the VNTRDB is the identi-
fication of unique TRs. Theoretically, any unique sequence
can serve as DNA marker for the identification of bacteria,
so a VNTR locus that is unique could be one such marker.
In order to confirm the utility of these loci for identification,
they would need to be tested experimentally.

ACCESSIBILITY

The VNTRDB can be accessed freely at http://vntr.csie.ntu.
edu.tw. A mirror site to shorten the response time of web
pages is also provided at http://www.hpa-bioinformatics.org.
uk/VNTRUK/ in the United Kingdom.
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